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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
March 23, 2018 

Chicago, IL March 23, 2018 – Stellar Innovative Products, LLC is pleased to announce that ShotShelf™, the only 
mountable & detachable shot glass tray has launched a Kickstarter campaign currently at 56% funded to market and 
raise awareness of this innovative new product.  ShotShelf™ is aimed at consumers who regularly host house parties 
where rounds of shots are on the menu as well as consumers who collect shot glasses and are looking for a way to serve, 
store, display and organize them. 

“ShotShelf™ is a product that makes distributing shots to a group of people simple, easy & efficient.  
The cabinet & wall mount versatile functionality makes displaying and storing your shot glasses not 
only space saving but organized and presentable”. Lorenzo Gomez, VP of Sales.  

ShotShelf™ offers many benefits over traditional stacking of shot glasses in a kitchen cabinet.  ShotShelf easily cabinet 
mounts to the inside of your existing 16” to 28” cabinet door with its included brackets in less than 5 minutes.  Mounting 
to a wall behind your bar or in your man cave or garage is equally as easy with the included hardware.  There is no better 
way to show off your collectable shot glasses to your guests and be able to quickly detach the shelf and pour a round of 
shots without spilling on your counter or bar top.  ShotShelf™ is also durable, lightweight, stackable and dishwasher 
safe.  Each ShotShelf™ includes 1 shelf, 6 bright red shot glasses and all hardware necessary for cabinet or wall mount. 

If you would like more information about ShotShelf™, please contact Sam at sam@stellarinnovativeproducts.com or visit 
us at www.shotshelf.com where you’ll find links and videos.  The Kickstarter campaign can be found by searching 
ShotShelf at Kickstarter.com.  We would greatly appreciate your feedback! 

ShotShelf™ Team. 
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